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1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the climate of Earth and the way climate varies in time requires a quantitative understanding
of the way water cycles back and forth between its main
reservoirs in the atmosphere and at the Earth’s surface.
Processes relating to the atmospheric branch of the hydrological cycle play an especially critical role in climate
change especially through cloud and water vapor feedbacks (Held and Soden, 2000). Understanding and ultimately quantifying cloud feedbacks remains a significant
challenge to climate research.
Since cirrus clouds are ubiquitous (Liou, 1986)
and their bulk microphysical properties highly variable
(Heymsfield, 1972) and difficult to measure in situ,
satellite-based remote sensing methods loom as important for studying the influence of cirrus on the global climate system. The verification of these methods is thus of
critical importance.
This work presents an analysis procedure of aircraft
remote sensing data that attempts to define the properties of cirrus clouds that eventually could be used to
address some of the questions posed above. Thus, a
method of retrieval of cloud microphysical parameters
that uses vertical profiles of both radar reflectivity and
lidar backscatter is introduced. The retrieval problem
is formulated in terms of an optimal estimation framework (Jazwinski, 1970) as introduced by Stephens et al.
(2001). Present work expands upon optimal estimation
technique by introducing a modification that serves to increase computational efficiency for systems represented
by large retrieval vectors and hastens convergence to a
solution. The lidar-radar retrieval algorithm is applied to
data collected during the CRYSTAL-FACE campaign that
occurred in south Florida during July 2002. Retrieved optical and microphysical parameters are compared against
in-situ measurements, validating the method.

of a physical model that relates the measurements to the
state variables which is referred to as the forward model
or the mapping operator. The most probable event described by such a model is the one that minimizes the
cost function, which under the assumption of Gaussian
statistics (Jazwinski, 1970) can be written as:
 


 

The problem of determining the state of a system from
noisy measurements is called estimation, or filtering. A
key aspect in solving these problems is the specification
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where we ignore the a priori term (a reasonable assump-,.
0/1/1/132

detion for the present application). Here +

notes the measurement or constraint used at a particular location,
is the (nonlinear) forward model describ
ing such a measurement or constraint, is the forward
$
model vector of parameters, and
is the error covariance matrix associated with the measurements and/or
constraints. The forward model vector of parameters is a
list of physical variables needed in the description of the
forward model. They are being held constant, although
some of them may display some variability/uncertainty
within the measurements. We define one component of
the state vector by 465 , where 7 identifies the physical
variable. The dimension of the state vector is then the
sum of all its variables (chose here to match the num2
bers of measurements and/or constraints ). Like in the
method mentioned above, the solution to our problem is
given by: 8
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2. A NOVEL IMPLEMENTATION OF OPTIMAL
ESTIMATION
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where
is the dimension of the subset of components
F
of state vector, and
is the state vector determined at
a previous iteration step. In order to complete the minimization process, the above procedure must be applied
to the following subset of components of state vector until
all components are adjusted. The advantage of the forBJIK2
mulation expressed by (2), (3), and (4) when
over
BLM2
the more common approach that sets
, lies in its
reduced dimension. The choice for the number of eleB
and the order of the state vector components
ments
depends a lot on the forward model and the dimension
of the state vector.

An important aspect of the optimal estimation method
resides in the computation of error covariance matrix of
the state vector, defined
as follows:
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which is just the inverse of an matrix at full dimension,
since we neglected the a priori error covariance matrix
from our cost function evaluation. We thus avoid any unwanted dependence of our solution to the a priori information. The diagonal elements of are variances of the
state vector and give a measure of the uncertainty in the
retrieval; off-diagonal elements are just cross-correlations
of their errors. For the purpose of estimating the above er$
rors, the observation error covariance matrix
contains
both measurement errors as well as errors due to uncer
tainty in model parameters :  


literature (e.g. Brown and Francis, 1995; Mitchell et al.,
1996; etc.), represent these relationships as power laws
of the form:



(8)
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where
is the variable of interest (area, volume, mass,
& and '  are cloud averaged fit coefdensity, etc.) and


ficients. However, the fit coefficients show a large range
of variation over the multitude of observed cirrus clouds
(Heymsfield et al., 2004a, b).

3.2 Lidar model
For the lidar system, the attenuated backscatter can
be expressed as (Mitrescu et al., 2004):

LIDAR-RADAR
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/
describes multiple scatterwhere is lidar ratio (in
(M%NPsr),O is- extinction
ing (MS) contribution,
coefficient, and &1
,+ is the cloud
is lidar’s vertical resolution. Q
optical depth
+
up to level , increasing  with lidar penetration depth:
H
Q ,+ SR UT (M%NPO WV 1
(10)
/
The lidar ratio , considered constant throughout the

This section describes how the general method presented above is applied to lidar and radar measurements
to infer cloud optical and microphysical parameters. The
first stage in the application is to set the basis for the
forward model. This means to define analytical relationships between the state vector (i.e. physical variables)
and measured vector (i.e. measured quantities).
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represents the contribution
to the backscat-
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is the model parameter error covariance matrix
is the measurement error covariance matrix.
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3.1 Microphysical model
In-situ microphysical observations of cirrus clouds reveal that ice particles display a wide variety of complex
shapes and dimensions with a strong dependence on dynamical and thermodynamical factors (Heymsfield et al.,
2002). Despite this increased complexity, for radiative
purposes, we can rely on averaged particle properties
which were shown to be more suitable for an analytical
description. Following previous studies (Verlinde et al.,
1990), we assume a fixed Gamma size distribution for the
cloud ice particles:
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where the width parameter is a constant, and diameter represents the maximum dimension of a particle as
F
measured by an imaging probe.
is total number parF
ticle concentration, while
is characteristic diameter.
Since ice crystals display complex shape, for the purpose
of defining an analytical forward model, we used empirical
relationships relating projected area, volume, and mass
of ice cloud particles to the maximum dimension. Empirical fits from measured data, provided throughout the
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cloud layer, is determined according to the technique described in McGill et al. (2003). MS effects are initially
estimated following Mitrescu (2004), then, as the iterative
process (2) converges toward the solution, we choose the
formulation of Eloranta (1998):
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where 5
ter signal from the 7 -th order of scatter. This approach
clearly speeds up the convergence process, without losing accuracy when evaluating the term.
When only lidar attenuated backscatter and lidar ratio
are available - as expressed by (9 - 11), the state vector is reduced in both dimension and information content.
However, key cloud optical properties, such as the profile of the extinction coefficient, can still be inferred from
such measurements. We can thus define the measurement vector and the state vector associated with what we
can call a model (that only uses information from the
lidar system) in the form:
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3. APPLICATION
MODEL
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model requires no specification of
the particle size distribution (with the exception of MS effects), just the value of the extinction coefficient
.
In order to conclude our lidar model, we note that
at the non absorbing lidar wavelengths, the extinction
efficiency - which equals the scattering efficiency, approaches the value of two. Thus, the extinction coefficient
can be expressed as:
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where
and
are fitting coefficients describing cross
sectional area as function of diameter for non-spherical
ice particles. We note that it is at this point that nonspherical effects are revealed, underlying the idea that
these effects are defined and characterized at microphysical level. Cloud optical properties (extinction coefficient,
optical depth, lidar ratio), as determined by the lidar system alone, although influenced by it, cannot reveal such
a structure in the absence of an explicit formulation. This
is clearly explained by the above form of the state vector
(13).

3.3 Radar model
For Rayleigh scattering, the backscatter cross section
is proportional to the square of the product between the
scalar average volume polarizability and the volume (excluding hollow regions) of the scatterer (Donovan and van
Lammeren, 2001). Thus, the radar reflectivity can be expressed as:
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(15)
  and '  are fit coefficients describing ice cryswhere
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tals non-spherical effects, and subscript  indicates
Rayleigh approximation. Since we seek to retrieve cloud
microphysical properties using a lidar-radar system, it is
useful to rewrite (15) in terms of (14) as:
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which is equivalent to the form proposed by Donovan and
van Lammeren (2001) The above definition is usually expressed using dBZ units, as (Heymsfield
et
al., 2002):
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where
is a correction factor due to Mie effects (Bohren
and Huffman, 1983; Mitrescu et al., 2004).
From (15-17) we note that contrary to the lidar model,
the formulation of the radar model requires knowledge
about the microphysical structure. Therefore, this strucF
F
ture (namely
and
) cannot be retrieved at each level
using this formulation. However, by adding information
from the lidar system, such a task is possible.



set the characteristic diameter to a pre-specified value
F
(i.e.
=10  m). Here we consider all lidar layers,
some of which are overlapped by radar. Solving for the
above form of the state vector follows the steps described
in previous section.
F
F
For the overlap region, once profiles of
and
are retrieved, profiles of ice water content (
) are obtained by simply integrating the individual mass particle
over the size distribution:
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where lidar and radar layers are identified by their indexes. When radar signal is below the minimum detectable level, we simply ignore the radar information and
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As before, this expression accounts for non-spherical effects. From the above equation, we can also estimate the
ice water path (
) for the overlap region, as:
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We thus conclude our lidar-radar forward model formulation and the definition of derived quantities that characterize both optical and microphysical properties of ice
cirrus cloud, with a full description of ice particle nonspherical effects.

3.5 Initial guess
The iterative process to obtain solution required by
the optimal estimation technique is sensitive to the initial guess of the state vector. In order to speed up the
iterative process, the initial guess must be as close to the
solution as possible. For this we can employ various techniques. A common procedure is to simplify the system of
equations to a level that permits analytic solutions, later
F
used as initial guess .
The lidar model yields:
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Although in an analytical form, the above equation is subject to the a priori knowledge of MS effects; therefore, the
aforementioned MS parameterization is useful.
When adding radar information to the lidar system, an
analytical solution is again possible. From (14), (16), and
(22) we can estimate characteristic diameter: ,
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When measurements from both instruments are available, based on (9-11, 14) and (15-17), we define a
model for describing the lidar-radar system. We can thus
define the measurement vector and the state vector for
this system as:
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and particle number concentration:
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We note that the above expressions (22 - 24), although not the exact solutions to our observing system,
eliminate the need for an a priori solution and all the complicated algebra that follows. Also clear from the above
approximation is that the components of the state vector
as determined from the above analytical solution, are obtained somewhat iteratively. In the following section, we
apply the proposed retrieval algorithm on real data.

Figure 1: GOES-8 visible spectra image. ER-2 flight track is superimposed.

4. APPLICATION TO CRYSTAL-FACE DATA
The Cirrus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers - Florida Area Cirrus Experiment (CRYSTALFACE) campaign took place in southern Florida in the
summer of 2002. During this campaign, measurements
of convection, anvils and other tropical cirrus clouds were
obtained with a combination of active and passive sensors aboard six research aircraft based in Key West and
at two ground sites in southern Florida.

4.1 26 July case study description
On 26 July 2002, the ER-2 high altitude research aircraft flew a flight track from Key West to just off the coast
of Nicaragua. This case study is concerned with the return flight leg toward the north-northwest, when the ER-2
flew over a cirrus shield located off the Nicaraguan coast.
This cirrus was also being sampled in situ by the lower
flying WB-57 aircraft. Figure 1 shows the flight track superimposed on the visible GOES-8 satellite image.
The cirrus shield that was sampled between approximately 18:10 and 19:10 UTC was associated with active
convection over Nicaragua. This case study focuses on
a six minutes window of observations that were collected
late in the period, during which time the cloud layer was
approximately 3.5 km thick.

4.2 Lidar-Radar observing system
Cloud data from two active instruments aboard the
ER-2 high altitude research aircraft were used in this
study. Lidar data were obtained from the Cloud Physics
Lidar (CPL) that also flew aboard the ER-2 during

CRYSTAL-FACE (http://cpl.gsfc.nasa.gov/). The CPL is a
pulsed lidar system that simultaneously transmits at 355,
532, and 1064 nm; only the 532 nm visible channel was
used in this study. The radar data are those obtained from
the 94 GHZ Cloud Radar System (CRS, Li et al., 2004), a
W-band Doppler radar with a peak transmitting power of

1.7
kW and a minimum detectable signal of approximately
35 dBZ at 15 km altitude and 20 dBZ at the surface.
For processing by the algorithm, the attenuated backscatter from the lidar was matched, both spatially and temporally, to the radar reflectivity. Nadir radar reflectivity, and
lidar attenuated backscatter for the case study are shown
in Figure 2.

4.3 In-situ measurements of cirrus
Ice water content data for the flight were obtained by
the Harvard Total Water Instrument (TWI) onboard the
WB-57 aircraft (Weinstock et al., 1994). Ice water volume
mixing ratio data were converted to 
using measured pressure and temperature for comparison with the
retrieval.
In situ observations of the size spectra were provided by the SPP-100 scattering spectrometer (SPP),
also mounted on the WB-57. The SPP data was used to
calculate the number concentration and characteristic diameter of an equivalent Gamma particle size distribution
 
with
(as it is assumed by the lidar-radar model):
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where the means are calculated from the measured particle size distributions. Figure 3 shows such a particular

Figure 2: 26 July 2002: (a) CRS 94 GHz Radar data, (b) CPL 532 nm Lidar data.
case: solid line - as measured by SPP, and dots - as determined by (25). With dash line is the retrieved Gamma
particle size distribution, that closely matches the measured distribution of larger particles. We refer here to
particles with characteristic diameter around and larger
than 15  m, that contribute more to the radar signal than
smaller particles. It also explains the longer tail of the
retrieved Gamma distribution.

However, since the SPP probe indicates smaller ice
crystals, we can determine an equivalent Gamma particle size distribution valid for solid ice spheres (i.e. smaller
ice crystals). By simply using (15) with fit parameters adjusted for solid ice spheres, we deduce that the characteristic diameter of such an equivalent distribution of solid
ice spheres is related to the one assuming non-spherical

effects as:
F 

/ 
/
F
F
(26)
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The Gamma particle size distribution of the equivalent
solid ice spheres is represented with dotted-dash line.
This new form of distribution is closer to the one deduced
from the measurements, and correctly accounts for density effects applied in the description of the lidar-radar observing system.
The conclusion of this exercise is that small particles
are yet to be correctly retrieved by the lidar-radar system. This is due to both bimodal and density effects that
cannot be captured by the definition of a single Gamma
particle size distribution, nor by the assignment of some
fixed values for the fit parameters. More retrieval results
are presented in the following subsection.

4.4 Retrieval results

Figure 3: Particle size distribution: solid - from SPP
probe; dots - equivalent Gamma distribution; dash - retrieved Gamma distribution; dot-dash - same as above,
with correction for small particles.

In areas where radar was not sensitive enough to observe thin cirrus, lidar observations alone was used to
retrieve the vertical profile of extinction coefficient. Profile
of the extinction coefficient for the case study considered
here is presented in Figure 4(a). The mean extinction
&)(
coefficient is around 0.3 km , with values up to around
&D(
2 km in the overlap areas.
By adding radar information to the lidar observing sysF
F

tem, we are able
to infer vertical profiles of
,
, and
 via the
algorithm described above, shown in
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Figure 4: Time-height plots of retrieved (a) Extinction coefficient
, (b) Characteristic diameter
F
concentration
, and (d) 
. Superimposed is the WB-57 flight track.
Figure 4(b), (c), and (d). For the overlap regions, the reF
trieved values of
ranges between 0.005 and 0.1 mm,
indication of relatively small ice crystals. The mean value
is centered at about 11  m, which yields an effective ice
crystal radius of about 22  m. The particle number conF
centration
shows a large domain of variation with retrieved values of up to 10 particle per liter. While smaller
values are naturally detected at cloud boundaries, there
are regions in cloud displaying large vertical variations of
this parameter, underlying once more the importance of
vertical profiling of clouds. Finally, the computed 
& 
varies between 0.1 and 10 mg m , with a pattern closely
related to the radar reflectivity. These correlations will be
studied further below. The relative errors as calculated
by the optimal estimation method, are shown in Figure 5.
From the figure, we see that errors in all fields increase
dramatically at the far-end of the cloud, where the lidar
signal becomes uncertain, due to the reasons explained
before. At these locations, errors can exceed 100 % in
F
all retrieved fields. Of the retrieved variables,
shows
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the largest errors while
and
display only a relatively small degree of uncertainty. In the case of 
,
the dramatic errors increase at the far-end of the cloud,
is partly due to the fact that this is a derived quantity, inF
fluenced by the large uncertainties in
field. The main
source of errors comes from uncertainties of the model
parameters, amplified by the two-way transmittion term in
the lidar model. Moreover, all these errors may be subject to bias errors, but this is a problem yet to be solved.
However, for optically thin regions of the cloud, the errors
are within reasonable limits, not exceeding 10 % of the
retrieved field. We conclude that overall, the retrievals
are satisfactory from this point of view and hope that additional measurements and information about model parameters will further lower the level of these errors.



In the following, we extend the discussion started in
the previous subsection by comparing our retrieved variables against the in-situ measurements. Figure 6 shows
such a comparison over the entire cloud penetration,
where symbols represent measurements and lines re-
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( M%NPO , (b) Characteristic diameter

Figure 5: Time-height plots of relative errors of retrieved (a) Extinction coefficient
F
(c) Particle number concentration
, and (d) 
.
trieved variables. The values of retrieved variables are
considered to be coincidental with measurements if they
are within one range gate of the reported WB-57 altitude.
The 
, as measured by the TWI instrument, slowly
& 
varies between 1 and 4 mg m , with the retrieved 
values in close range, although showing a more dynamic
variation from one point to another. A similar behavior
F
F
is observed for both
and
, displayed in panels (b)
and respectively (c) of the figure. As mentioned in the
previous section, since small ice crystals dominate this
top portion of the cloud, they are not properly retrieved
by the lidar-radar algorithm, that implicitly assumes larger
F
ice crystals. The corrected
values are represented
by the thin line and closely match the observed values.
Overall, these results demonstrate the validity of our forward lidar-radar model, but also shows its limitations in
detecting smaller ice crystals.
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For completeness, we also present the calculated values of cloud optical depth ( ) - as seen by lidar, and ice
water path (
) - valid only for the lidar-radar overlap

Z

F

,

region (see Figure 7). We note that the cirrus cloud is relatively thin - thus penetrated by lidar, with optical depth
ranging from 0.2 to around 1.8. When radar signal is
&
tops around 10 g m , then, as radar
measurable, 
&
signal fades out, it drops to values around 2 g m , indication of a very thin cirrus cloud layer.
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4.5 Validating empirical relationships
We now shift focus on the possible correlations between various model variables, as a possible way of validating results and/or improving model parameterization.
Of interest is the relationship between the radar reflectivity and the ice water content 
. In literature
such a relationship is written as:
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which is plotted on panel (a) of Figure 8. The retrieval
algorithm yields mean values of 0.073 and 2.24 for coefficients and respectively. Here we have filter out
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Figure 6: Observed and retrieved values of (a) 
, (b) total particle number concentration, and (c) particle effective

diameter.
Solid lines show retrieved values and asterisks show observations. The thin line in (c) represents values of
F
of equivalent solid ice spheres. See text for details.
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retrieved values of 
with errors larger than 30 %,
occuring mostly at the far-end of the cloud, for reasons
explained before. These fit coefficients are within the previously reported values (e.g. Brown et al., 1995), thus further validating our results.
If (27) is consider valid, then, from (20) and (16), we
F
F
and
is
can speculate that a relationship between
relevant. We must mention that such a relationship was
also observed by Heymsfield, (2002). Thus, we write:
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where
and
are empirical coefficients to be determined from observations. As with (27), the above equation, if realistic, represents a property valid over several
interacting cloud layers. We suggest that exponent
may indicate ice crystals growth regimes. The scatter
F
F
and
, presented on panel (b) of the figplot of
ure, shows a strong correlation between these two microphysical parameters, suggesting that the proposed parameterization (28) may be valid. For the case studied,
the mean values of the coefficients
and
are -3.63
and 6.57 respectively. There is also strong evidence that
coefficients
and
are linearly related supporting the
idea that these coefficients describe specific microphysical processes. However, our findings are still preliminary
and should also be tested against cloud models.
















5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A method for retrieving ice cloud optical and microphysical property profiles from millimeter cloud radar and
lidar backscatter observations is introduced. The lidarradar models introduced here target the complex nature
of cirrus clouds; therefore, non-spherical effects due to
ice crystals in cirrus clouds are parameterized through
the use of area-, volume- and mass-diameter empirical relationships. Moreover, lidar model estimates multiple scatter contribution, while radar model accounts for
Mie effects. The retrieval of cirrus cloud optical and microphysical properties follows a scheme that is framed
around the optimal estimation method.
Analysis of the lidar-radar model mathematical formulation along with results obtained from its direct application to real aircraft data collected during the CRYSTALFACE experiment, demonstrated the following:
(i) The initial analysis of sensitivities and errors of the
F
and
are most
lidar-radar system indicates that 
F
reliably retrieved, whereas
is the least reliable information derived from the retrievals.
(ii) The application of the lidar-radar model to measured
data collected during CRYSTAL-FACE experiment, underlines once more the need of better knowledge about
model parameters, with a special interest in the fit coef-
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Figure 7: Calculated (a) Optical depth , and (b) 
ficients describing the non-spherical effects of ice crystal
particles.
F
F
(iii) Vertical profiles of
,
, and 
deduced using CRYSTAL-FACE data show a complex, layered structure of the cirrus cloud microphysics. Comparison against
measured data pointed out that the lidar-radar system is
inefficient in detecting small ice crystals, but can reliably
retrieve cloud averaged microphysical parameters.
(iv) The investigation of empirical relationships between
various cloud parameters indicates that a distinct and roF
F
bust relationship between
and
exists, that might of
fer insight into the nature of the microphysical processes
relationship derived
taking place in cirrus. The 
in this particular case, further confirms similar previously
reported behavior, thus validating the method.
The lidar-radar observing system described in
this paper holds particular relevance to the Earth
Observing System (EOS) CloudSat (Stephens et
al., 2002) and Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared
Pathfinder Satellite Observations satellite missions
(www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov), scheduled for launch in
Spring 2005.
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